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Abstract. In road coverings and structures of transport infrastructure, composite mixes of various compositions are used
made with either organic or mineral binding agents. Most often they are made in a discreet revolving-blade forced mixer,
and the final product quality is subject to the mixer construction and parameters. The present paper analyzes wear causes
of a revolving-blade mixer with the most important of them- sticking of grains between the blade end and the bottom.
Forces are defined effecting various-sized grains found between the blade end and the mixer bottom. Mixer quality
assessment methodology is presented, based on analysis principles of homogeneity dynamics for mix being made by it. It
is demonstrated that construction homogeneity estimates are different for mixers with various wearing-out levels. Wearing-out of mixer elements may be reduced and mixing quality for mix may be improved by choosing the optimum
distance between the blade end and the bottom fretting and changing blade metal and dimensions. Elastic centrifugal
coupling is recommended to decrease transmission strokes.
Keywords: revolving-blade mixer; grain sticking, wear, mix homogeneity; elastic centrifugal coupling; reliability improvement.

1. Introduction
For the construction of transportation road coverings and their structures (bridges, viaducts, scaffold
bridges, passenger stations, terminals, etc.) various mixes
made with either mineral or organic binding agents are
used. Such mixes ascribed to composites are composed
of several mineral substances consisting of grains with
various coarseness, form and hardness, which substances
are cemented into conglomerate with bitumen, tar, cement,
lime, polymer or other binding agents: Any mix under
production to be used for the installation of road pavement or layers of its construction, for manufacture of concrete or reinforced concrete elements, shall have mineral
materials and binding agent in the amounts corresponding to its composition design values. These mix constituents shall be uniformly distributed, i.e., the mix must be
homogeneous. Only an installed of transport layer or structure element made with quality materials of optimum composition and with suitably mixed components may be
strong, durable and meet the design operation characteristics.
Mixes used for laying of transport infrastructure elements, their reconstruction, repairs or construction are
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produced in fixed or mobile devices - asphalt concrete
and cement concrete mixing machines. Any mixing machine has a mixer in which pretreated (dried, heated,
sieved, dozed) substances are mixed. Substance mixing
operation is the final part of the entire technological process and the quality of the final mix is highly subject to
performance quality of the operation.
Mix is most often produced in a periodic forced
mixer. Mixer dimensions, construction, shaft rotation
speed, number of blades and their location, inclination
angle, form, distance from the box (body) walls and other
construction and technological parameters must be such
that all mix components are fully mixed (uniformly distributed throughout the mix) within as short mixing time
as possible. This property is necessary to be maintained
under mixer operation when its all elements are constantly
affected by wear. Under intensive wear of separate mixer
elements (blades, fretting, blade holders, bolt, shafts) its
operation paJameters change. Upon increase of the gap
between the blade end and the mixer body fretting, grains
of various sizes get into the gap and get stuck and crushed,
thus increasing power consumption, intensifying wear of
the device elements and decreasing substance mixing
quality.
Scientific quality assessment works for asphalt-concrete mix process intensification, for mixer construction
improvement and substance mixing have demonstrated
that [ 1-1 0] this technological operation is extremely com-
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plex. Mixing process is of the detennined stochastic nature, thus it may be suitably managed only after in-depth
studies of kinetics of this process and factors determining
not only mixer durability, but mix homogeneity, as well.
Neither scientists, nor producers have a unanimous opinion on which parameters should be used to assess homogeneity of produced mix and how this mixing-up quality
indicator changes with time, upon wear of mixer elements
and use of various materials. The most recent foreign scientists' research [11 - 18] has demonstrated that currently
urgent questions of mix composition theory, methodology of substance mixing-up quality assessment and mixing device reliability improvement are not fully answered.
The purpose of the paper is to present, after theoretic analysis of wearing-out causes for periodic revolving-blade forced mixers, ways to improve mixer reliability and propose a universal mixing-up quality assessment
methodology allowing to compare, on its basis, mixers of
various construction and of various technical condition.

ends and mixer bottom the torsion moment change of stochastic nature is not performing according to smooth linear functions. Its pulsation should be minimum in each
segment of cycle-gram thus reducing dynamic loads
emerging in mixer transmission and prolonging machine
shelf life.
Revolving-blade cyclic mixers are highly power-consumptive. Power consumption is caused by high loads
affecting revolving-blade mixer elements and it intensively increases wearing-out of their surfaces and reduces
mixer reliability. The basic revolving-blade mixer wearing-out causes are the following:
-Loads emerging during transmission start. During
transmission start the torsion moment increases up to 2,5
times of the nominal torsion moment or even higher. In
such case the mixer transmission and shaft bearings are
intensively loaded and critical tensions of individual mixer
units and parts emerge, which tensions intensively increase
wearing-out and reduce mixer reliability [2--4];

- Occurrence of accidental hard elements together
with mixing substance. Occurrence of hard grains (metal

2. Wearing-Out Causes for Revolving-Blade Mixers
In periodic asphalt concrete mixing machines mix is
made in individual portions (mixtures), which are regularly discharged from the mixer. The mixer operating cycle
consists of technological operations performed according to a specified sequence (Fig 1). The lowest moment
needed to rotate an empty mixer is M 0 . After loading it
with dry hot mineral substances (MM) and adding bitumen afterwards, the moment of resistance to rotate mixer
shafts increases to Mmax· After mixing-up of asphalt concrete mix (ABM) is completed and upon unloading this
mixture from the mixer torsion moment rapidly decreases
from Mmax to M 0 . Due to grain sticking between blade

fractions, etc.) in the mixer causes impact loads, which
cause break-ups of individual mixer elements, motor overload and burning of its windings (in case of an electric
motor) or sticking of mixer blades. This reduces mixer
reliability [5-8];

- Intensive wearing-out of blades and bottom wearing-out. When crushing and grinding coarse fraction mix
grains the mixer blades and bottom are deteriorating very
intensively [7-1 0].
The first two types of causes are widely analyzed in
the above specified technical publications. The third type
of causes is specific, therefore we will go into more details.
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Fig 1. Change scheme of resistance moment M affecting transmission of constantly rotating periodic forced mixer performing
working regime operations
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co
a= 2arctg

R- b sin<p cos<p

(1)

R - b sin<p cos<p
R - cylinder surface radius of the mixer bottom; b' -

distance between the grain M and geometric radius ofthe
blade R 1=00 1.
The condition of grain sticking between the blade
attacking surface and the bottom surface is proposed to
be put down in the following form (Fig 3, a) .

. a
2

a
+ F 2::0,
2

-2Nsm -+2Nf cos ·

(2)

from which the following is derived
(3)
Fig 2. Determination scheme for grain grabbing angle by a
mixer blade during substance mixing

Mineral substance grains get stuck and are getting
finer between blades and cylinder surface of the mixer
bottom and in the keel zone formed by side and end edges
of blades. When selecting mixer parameters such conditions may be created under which grains will not get stuck
and therefore overloads of mixer working instruments will
not occur and granulometric composition of mix produced
will not be essentially changed [9].
Conditions will be determined under which hard
grains get stuck between a rotating blade and the cylinder
surface of the mixer bottom (Fig 2). The blade surface
may be analyzed as a constituent of moving surface Q,
which constituent rotates around the axis AA 1 at a constant angular speed OJ.
Inclination angle <p of the surface Q (angle ofblade
fastening) remains unchanged. It was analytically determined that sticking angle a, at which hard grain M is
grabbed by the blade and slowly moves along the mixer
surface, is calculated by the formula:

N- the force by which the grain is pressed between the
blade attacking surface and the bottom surface N; Fresultant force of mix forces affecting the grain; f -grain
and blade or bottom surfaces friction rate.f=tgp; p- friction
angle in degrees.
The grain mass influence on sticking is low compared with Nand F forces, therefore it is not taken into
account in fonnulae (2) and (3). When F=O, the sticking
angle is found to be a2::2p. The final inequation determines a values at which grains get stuck between the blade
and mixer bottom surfaces even in cases when there is no
force F holding grains in the grabbing angle zone.
Grains may get stuck between the blade and the mixer
bottom surfaces, if their diameter d does not allow them
to get closer to the external end edge of the blade [9]. In
such case:

211R.
d > ----·-·-'
l +cos a

(4)

a)

3
Fig 3. Scheme of forces affecting hard grains when they get stuck: a - between the mixer bottom and the attacking blade surface;
b - between the mixer bottom and the blade side edges; I -blade; 2 - hard grain; 3 - mixer bottom
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M- gap between the bottom surface and the end edge of
the blade.
When

M<d-5.

2M
1+cos a'

()(

(5)

grains may touch with the end edge of the blade. Then
grains will get stuck in the gap DR between the mixer
bottom and the end of blade edge. Then grain sticking
condition may be put down (2) in the form ofinequation,
when a=b, here b- grain grabbing angle between the blade
end edge and the mixer bottom surface (Fig 3, b). The
following is found out from geometric expressions

tg~=r~
-1
2
/'o,.R
.

(6)

Using this expression the following is obtained from
the inequation (2)

A = ( [;,

J

-I - non-dimomionol volue, whieh tak" into

account influence ofF and N forces to the diameter of
sticking grains.
(7) inequation determines the top limit value of grain
dimension size, which grains get stuck between the external blade edge and the mixer bottom surface. Their
bottom limit determined from the condition of grain grabbing by the blade end edge: d>/'o,.R. The following is obtained from the inequation (7), when F=O and the last
inequation:

M(f 2 +1)>d>M.

-

1----.....

(8)

From expression (8) grain dimension interval may
be determined, which grains get stuck between the external blade edge and the mixer bottom surface, even under
0 effect ofF force, pressing grains to blade end gaps.
The obtained dependencies allow to determine grabbing angle of hard grains at various blade mounting angles
and at various widths, allow to find out limit grabbing
angles at which grains get stuck, as well as calculate grain
dimensions, which get stuck at blade ends.
The mix quality (homogeneity) and mixing time are
subject to intensiveness of masses' change between individual parts of mixture throughout the entire mixer volume. Transversal and longtitudinal mixer-wise movement
of mix flows is subject to impulses of forces, which
through blades are transmitted to mix grains. Taking these
impulses into account the recommended [9] blade mounting angle is q>=45°, and their width - b=0,57R (Fig 2),
here R=R 1+M. Dimensions at blade ends need further
specification.
Fig 4 illustrates the dependency of grain grabbing
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Fig 4. Dependency of the grain grabbing angle upon the ratio
of the blade width its radius, when q>=45°

angle a upon the ratio ofblade width band radius R 1 [9].
The value of this angle is detennined according to equation (1 ), when q>=45°. At constant radius Rl' but increasing blade width b, the grabbing angle a is reduced coming closer to the intersection point of blade attacking and
side surfaces. Then the grain sticking condition becomes
more favorable and blade longtitudinal wearing-out is
higher at the attacking edge.
The angle of grain friction to the blade surface and
the mixer bottom reaches up to p=35°. According to formula (3) it is obvious that when the blade width is
b=0,57R, low strength (cr=35 MPa) coarse crushed stone
will be crushed at pressure force between the blade and
the mixer bottom of ~640 N. This force significantly
exceeds the impact of mix mass to the grain and mostly
affects grains of 20-40 mm diameter. Defining force F is
quite complicated. Grains satisfying inequation (8) get
stuck in the end gaps of blades even without any impact
of force F. During mixing, the mix mass affects grains
and presses them to blades and the mixer bottom. Therefore real dimensions of sticking grains exceed
d

=M(f +1).
2

Because of wear ofblade ends the gap between them
and the mixer bottom increases, maximum grain dimensions increase, which grains get stuck between the blade
ends and the mixer bottom, therefore blades are heavier
loaded.
Hard mix grains may be grouped in to the following
groups by dimensions [9]:
the first, when d < LJR ;
the second, when !!..R < d < M[ j
2

J·

2

+

1);

the third, when d > M(/ + 1
The first group grains may not get stuck in gaps between ends and the mixer bottom. When gaps exceed
maximum grain dimensions d>40 mm the zone forms between blade ends and the mixer bottom, where blade impact on mix is low. If grains of the second group dimen-
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sions occur in gaps, they get stuck there even when they
are not affected by the mix mass. Grains of this group get
stuck at any blade rotation speeds v>O.
Blade end linear speed has the highest impact on
sticking and crushing of the third group grains. This mix
impact is transmitted to grains in the zone between the
blade ends and the mixer bottom. Test determined [9] that
this gap was 12 mm. Grain dimensions of the third dimension group were d> 18 mm.
It has been detem1ined [ 1OJ that with increasing blade
rotation linear speed v grain crushing intensiveness also
grows due to impact of centrifugal forces. When making
coarse-grained mixes (when v>2,8 tn/s) mixer operation
gets complicated because of body deformations, blade
breaks, which are not observed at mixing of fine-grained
m1xes.
Partial crushing of crushed stone coarse fraction takes
place when it is pressed with 12-20 kN force. Therefore
bottom, bolt and blades need to be reinforced for mixers
working at a speed exceeding v>2,8 m/s.
Tests confim1ed that blade inclination angle qr=45°
and width b=0,57R 1 are selected to have optimum mix
quality and mixing time. In addition such construction is
reasonable in respect of grain sticking, as well. Beside
this, according to grain sticking condition, gaps between
blade ends and the mixer bottom shall be minimum.
The perfonned analysis of wear causes for revolving-blade mixers demonsh·ates that blades are most often
replaced compared to other mixer elements, and need to
be replaced 2 ... 3 times more frequently than other replacement elements. For example, asphalt concrete mixer
blades of the ex-Soviet Union production plants were most
often made of the chilled cast iron alloyed with 4,5 ... 6,5
% chromium. Their surfaces are mostly affected by abrasive mix components. Under the effect of abrasive environment the geometry ofblades changes. Average operation time of such blades does not exceed 850 h (approximately 16000 MT of ready-made mix). After this operation time the radial gap between the blade ends and the
mixer bottom increases, therefore homogeneity indicators of mix produced get worse. Mixer idle time increases
because deteriorated blades need replacement with new
ones, thus reducing mixer economic efficiency and increasing operation costs.
To reduce or partially eliminate revolving-blade
mixer wearing-out various construction and technological measures may be applied.

3. Assessment of Substance Mixing-Up Quality and
Its Change Upon Mixer Wearing
The most important technological mixer quality indicator represents homogeneity of asphalt concrete or
other mix produced by it, showing how unifonnly all its
components are distributed throughout the mixer. Homogeneity is not regulated by normative documents in force
[ 19], therefore its minimum petmissible value is unknown.

Most often nonns only provide minimum pennissible substance mixing time inside mixer detennining homogeneity. Mixer construction, technical condition and technological indicators must be such that, after mixing dozed
substances for sufficiently short time, average quadratic
deviations of component quantities in mix a fi are either
close to zero or minimum. Average quadratic deviation
cr_fi of component i quantity in mix is calculated according to the formula:

i (kfia - kfi r

a=l

(9)

e-1
e - number of individual samples taken at random locations of the mix produced by the mixer; kfia- actual quantity of component i in mix sample No. a, k 11 - arithmetical mean of actual quantity of component i in mixture
calculated according to the formula
e

Lkjia

kfi =

a=l --

(10)

e

Homogeneity estimate of asphalt concrete mix according to average quadratic deviation for the component
i quantity is the function of mixing time tm, mixer construction and technical condition k and operating mode d,
i.e., 0" fi = fknJc,d).
Upon the increase of mixing time of dozed mineral
substances and bitumen mixed at a discretional forced
mixer tm from 0 to oo seconds, at first average quadratic
deviations of each component quantity in asphalt concrete mix nfi rapidly reduce. After some-teens or some
tens of seconds this reduction slows down till the mixing
time t,. is achieved, which, if further prolonged, almost
does not increase mix homogeneity, as far as a fi values
almost do not reduce (Fig 5). We propose to name such
homogeneity of asphalt concrete mix when the actual average quadratic deviation 0" Jik of i component quantity
in mixture does not reduce at increasing substance mixing time tm, as construction homogeneity. It differs for
various components: for bitumen it is achieved upon the
longest substance mixing time.
This theoretical dynamics is also confirmed by experiment data [20, 21] obtained after examining asphalt
concrete mix made by asphalt concrete mixing machines
ofD-508-2A model ant other models (Table).
The highest quality is the quality of mixers with perfect construction, of technically good condition and operating under optimum mode (optimum volume filling
with substances, suitable shaft speed, ,dry" and ,wet"
mixing time ratio, etc.) the operating dynamics of which
is illustrated by Curve 1 (1) (Fig 5). It achieves the highest unifonnity of i component quantity evaluated by construction homogeneity estimate a Jik!, obtained at the
lowest mixing time of only t 111 kl seconds. This lowest
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The influence of duration tm of asphalt concrete mixing in discrete forced mixing equipment on its homogeneity

= 30-240 s by
taking by boggie up to 48
samples from mixture

Of [20), when tm

Asphalt concrete mix
component

Homogeneity
estimate
(Jjl%

tIll

= 30 s

Of [21] when t = 0-120 s by taking 8
mixturd sample!.~' with a scoop sampler

Lowest values at
long mixing (>60s)

At "dry"(no
bitumen)
mixing for 5 s

t

"'

= 30 s

o,,1rl, mixing

from
30 to 120 s

(JfB

0,55

0,2

-

0,13

0,26

Mineral powder (MM)

0 {.1v1M

0,5

0,15

1,8

0,26

0,80

Crushed stone (SK)

0

0,8

0,3

5,1

1,75

1,26

Sand (SM)

(J(SM

0,9

0,3

-

-

-

Bitumen (B)

rsK

ter understand complexity of this process and its significance to mix quality.
It has been proved that sand, fine-grained and medium-grained substances shall be ,dry" mixed for 15 seconds and ,wet" (with bitumen) mixed for additional 3060 seconds in asphalt concrete mixing machines with
forced mixing mixers [23]. The shortest mixing time in
substance mixers of the most perfect computerized asphalt concrete mixing machines shall be 45-60 seconds
[24], i.e., always exceed 30 s.
The actual homogeneity estimate a fi of i component quantity of asphalt concrete mixture could be compared with maximum possible non-homogeneity estimate
a maxr. · The highest non-homogeneity of a mineral component is at 0 mixing of dozed mineral substances. Its
estimate a maxi is calculated by the theoretical fonnula

cr"''""'"'=48,83 %, wben ~ =30 and 70%

crm,.,=40 o/c,

when~

=20 and 80 o/c

a,",=30 %, when ~ =10 and 90%

Construction

(11)

0
Mixing tiine t , s

"'
Fig 5. Stability change model of i component quantity in
asphalt concrete mixture made by different mixers

needed mixing time tmkl may be even shorter than 30
seconds (t 30 ), which is standardized by Construction
Guidelines R 35-01 [19] as the lowest pennissible mixing time. But most often it is misunderstood by producers, as far as it is considered to be an axiom without taking the mix type and grade, mixing machine module and
mix mass into account. Construction homopeneity estifikl ), and that of
mate for a perfect mixer is very high
the imperfect one - low Jik 3). Mixer under operation
constantly wears-out (blades, fretting and fastening elements wear-out and break) and this only increases the
actual values of construction homogeneity estimes a fik .
Mixing kinetics analyzed by papers [ 16, 22] helps to bet-

la

la

~ -mix grain full pouring-out per through a control sieve
for mass%.
When mixer quality estimate is calculated [25, 26],
if afik is replaced by a maxi calculated according to formula (5), their values would be very high. For example,
when ~=50%, then amaxmax =50%, when
~ = 20 or 80% ,
then
a max = 40% ,
when
~ = I 0 or 90% , then a max = 30% ) and would differ
by some-teen or some tens of times from actual values
a Ji obtained by experiments. Upon dividing afik by
a maxi· very low relative values would be obtained and
they would not differ much for an imperfect, medium
perfection and perfect mixers, thus making this estimate
very ,insensitive" and therefore unsuitably reflecting
mixing quality. No scientific proof exists on lowest possible average quadratic deviation for each component
quantity aimin. Theoretically it may be 0, but there are
no practical solutions as to how zero or close to zero value
of it could be achieved. Actual asphalt cover mix homogeneity may not be detennined by theoretical calculations.
It may be determined only by taking a required number
of individual samples in certain quantities and by analyzing each of them individually. If asphalt concrete mix is
homogeneous in mixture, then there are no tolerances in
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Fig 6. The dynamics of construction homogeneity reduction of the mixing equipment when the expoitation duration of asphalt
concrete mixing equipment increases and deteriorated elements are not repaired

taking its samples but there are tolerances for test of bitumen extraction and sieving the mineral part with control
sieves, which tolerances do not allow obtaining a fik = 0
and a 30i = 0.
A certain lowest construction homogeneity demonstrated by the ordinate of the stroked-up area a fkO (Fig 6)
is typical for an unused (new) mixer of each different
construction. Upon mixer operation, due to constant wear
of its elements constmction homogeneity value of the
estimate a fik increases. The difference Lla fi between the
estimate a30i , obtained after mixing substances for 30.
seconds (t3r), and construction homogeneity estimate
a fik increases, as well:

Lla fi = a3oi- a fik .

(12)

The more mixer is worn, the greater this difference
is.
As far as minimum possible average quadratic deviation values ai min of each component quantity, which
values are subject to characteristics of a specific mixer,
are not known, these values may not be used to assess
quality of an asphalt concrete mixing machine by mix.
homogeneity. It leads to issue that parameters determined
by the "settled" process or at least one of such stable parameters are the most suitable for such purpose, for example, homogeneity obtained after mixing for 30 seconds
and expressed by the estimate a 30 i.

4. Measures to Improve Revolving-Blade Mixer Reliability
Upon analyzing wearing-out elimination methods for
revolving-blade mixers, as well as their reliability im-

provement methods it may be stated that the following
measures may be practically applicable:
- To reduce impact loads and starting loads of revolver-blade mixers it is expedient to use elastic centrifugal coupling with two rigidity modes [27, 28], which shall
be calculated according to the value of torsion moment
transmitted for basic operational and impact, as well as
starting modes. Parameters of a cylinder elastic spring of
the coupling shall be optimized by all operational and
overload criteria, at the same time providing for thermal
processing of elastic elements and the coupling material,
as well;
- To restore worn-out blades by welding them with
special wear-resistant substances. One of methods represents covering restored blades surface with hard alloys.
As far as blade wearing-out level is different for various
blade surfaces, full surface covering with hardening alloys of new blades is not expedient.
Most often chromium by-eutectic cast iron is used
for blade production, with hardness (44 ... 50) HRC. By
fusing mixer blades with standard and experiment alloys
[7, 8] hardness (50 ... 66) HRC is achieved. Thus theresistance of welded blades exceeds the standard one by
1,5 ... 2 times [8]. Tests have demonstrated that the quality of mix produced may be increased approximately twice
applying special wear-resistant materials for asphalt concrete mixer blade welding. This technical solution prolongs continuous mixer operating time by 1,5 to 3 times
subject to the type of welding substances used, at the same
mixing rate and the same granulometric mix composition
in all cases.
Welding process is neither cheap nor simple. It needs
special equipment and many metal processing procedures.
Blades may be produced of wear-resistant, but much more
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expensive alloyed steel grades. Such reliability improvement measure for revolving-blade mixers is inexpedient,
as far as blade resource insignificantly exceeds welded
blade resource. Blades may be produced of low-alloyed
steel grades, and after their thermal processing, optimum
tempering temperature may be used to make them wearresistant. This process is inexpensive and may be performed under repair workshop conditions. Production of
thicker blades may be recommended. Even metal stmcture in all cross-sections is hard to achieve this way. Due
to this reason this solution looses its practical importance,
as far as blades have to be demounted for tempering or
other type of thermal processing. Producing thicker blades
from alloyed steel has no point, as well, due to their high
pnce.
One of the most important quality indicators of produced asphalt concrete or cement concrete mix is represented by its granulometric composition selected by calculating substance mass and is checked by laboratory testing of various samples. Optimum granulometric composition of designed mix shall be realized in its industrial
production. When mixing the mix with continuous
granulometric composition by a forced mixer, there always are grains most often sticking between the blade
end and the mixer bottom. Changing the distance between
the blade end and the mixer bottom subject to
granulometric composition (grade) of the mix produced
is unreasonable. The distance is minimum for a new mixer,
but with mixer wearing this gap constantly increases.
Therefore grains of various diameters may get stuck in
the same mixer gap, which grains may not be removed,
otherwise optimum granulometric mix composition would
be distorted and its characteristics would be made worse.
In order to avoid grain sticking between blades and
a mixer bottom for any grade of mix under production,
this gap may be increased up to the coarsest grain's diameter. But such solution to this technical problem would
cause formation of inert non-mixed grain zone at the mixer
bottom and homogeneity of mix produced would be significantly reduced. Using a mixer with a very wide gap
between the blade end and the fretting, it is reasonable to
fasten a pivot- or plate-form ,agitator" at the blade end.
Such additional element would constantly agitate the
forming non-mixed zone, grains from which would be
brought back to the active mixing zone and the mix would
be fully mixed within a short time, and grains would not
get stuck and would not be cmshed between blades and
bottom.

5. Conclusions
1. The main causes for wearing-out of a revolvingblade mixer are:
- Loads occurring at transmission starting;
-Accidental occurrence of hard grains together with
mixed substance;
-Intensive wearing of blades and bottom.
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2. Homogeneity of produced asphalt concrete mix
on the basis of which asphalt concrete mixer quality is
assessed is subject to distribution unifmmity of mixed
components throughout the mix.
Homogeneity of asphalt concrete mix is not regulated by normative documents, therefore no standard and
permissible values of its estimate are known, against which
the actual component homogeneity indicator could be
compared at any substance mixing time. tm = 30s could
be considered as the fixed homogeneity mixing time.
When mixing substances sufficiently long, such time 1111
is achieved when average quadratic deviations of mixture component quantities 0" fi in asphalt concrete mix
do not reduce any more. The lowest a fi values subject
only to the mixer construction, wear level of its elements
and operation mode are reflected by construction homogeneity estimate a fik .
3. Revolving-blade mixer reliability may be increased using a vibro-impact and overload suppressing
element in the transmission system - an elastic centrifugal coupling with two rigidity modes, by welding wornout blades with special wear-resistant substances, by producing blades of wear-resistant, but much more expensive alloyed steel grades, by producing blades of low alloyed steel grades but with their thermal hardening, by
producing thicker blades and by using blades with ,agitators".
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